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Background 

Thu-ty years ago Franc~s Celona wrote a b~bl~ography of bnckmakng ~n Bntrun to accompany the 
facslnule of Dobson's A Rudrmentary Treatrse on the Manufact~lre of Brzcks and Eles that appeared In 
the Journal of Ceramzc History ' Before then the generally accepted source for b~bhographcal data on 
the subject had been Nathamel Lloyd's Englzsh Brrckwork of 1925 (repnnted In 1983) Lloyd's work 
remalns Invaluable and quotes many sources at length In 1990 Elleen Hams asslsted by Nicholas 
Savage produced Brttrsh Archrtectural Books and Writers 1556-1785,3 prov~dlng for the first hme a 
comprehensive overvlew of Bnt~sh pubhshmg relatlng to most types of bulldlng between these dates, 
lncludlng llsts of books on measunng More recently the computensahon of many of the world's major 
l~brary catalogues has made searching for books by tltle and subject considerably easler 

Scope 

The bibliography presented here goes beyond that in Lloyd and Celoria in including not just 
brickmaking, but also bricklaying, the design of brickwork and the setting out of arches. Where 
possible all the works in British Architectural Books and Writers have been checked in at least one 
edltlon, and many other books have been added wblch were not Included In that work because they 
were not stnctly arch~tectural 

We have chosen to omlt unpubhshed manuscript sources whlch may have been transcnbed and 
appeared In pnnt more recently, works like the notebooks of Roger PratP and Roger Noah5 and the 
dianes of Robert Hooke As useful as these undoubtedly are to the hlstonan of today loolang at 
brlck, such works were not readlly avrulable to the reader In the seventeenth and eighteenth centunes 
and ~f they were to be Included ~t would be difficult to justify not hstlng other publ~shed and unpubllshed 
manuscript records and sources relating to brickwork which would run to many hundreds if not 
thousands of items 

Llkewlse, as the focus of thls study IS on sources that can throw some hght on constnlct~ou hstory, 
we have ignored references to bncks In b~blical commentanes and the numerous reports of dlscovenes 
of anclent bncks that abounded at the tlme Although these may beof Interest to the antlquanan, they 
tell us llttle or nothlng about the constructlon Industry of the penod 

We have also excluded from the current survey all legal Instruments statutes, proclamat~ons, 
proceeds of committees, bye-laws and other acts of parliament and local government leglslat~on 
This 1s not to suggest that they are Irrelevant or have been adequately covered elsewhere, but 
rather that they are worthy ot a longer study In the~r own rlght There was considerable complex~ty 
In bu~ldlng regulat~on at t h ~ s  tlme and ~ t s  study 1s made more d~fficult by the haphazad reporting 

In the seventeenth century In the Journal of the Commons and the Statutes of the Realm Some 
lnkllng of the complexity Involved can be found ln Patr~ck Youngblood's nnpobhshed MPhll 
dlssertatlon on London bo~ldlng regulat~ons In the relgns of James I and Charles I 'A cross-sectlon 
of the few published acts and joornals are reprunted In the rare hmlted ed~tlon volumes of Joseph 
A Foster's Contr~b~itrons to a Stz~dy ofBrrcknzakzng tn Amettca A complete study st111 needs to 
be wntten 
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Here we have confined ourselves to non-governmental works printed In England whch help to 
understand the building trade at the time Books, news-sheets and pamphlets have been included, 
although the list of pamphlets 1s likely to be far from complete as then survival rate is understandably 
poor Our dates (approx~mately 1589 to 1750) are detemuned partly by the works themselves and 
partly by convenience, 1589 is the date of publication of Paul Ive's The Practlce of Fortzficatton[l], 
a book on milltary architecture which appears to be the first work in English to touch on the use of 
bnck, whlle 1750 1s the mddle of the eighteenth century, and comes neatly just after the publication 
in 1747 of the first substantial book devoted entuely to bnck, Langley's Exactzon Detected [68] Our 
complete bibl~ography hsted in chronolog~cal order can be found at the end of this artlcle Numbers 
In square brackets used in the text refer to the posltlon of the works in thls list 

The matenal presented here shows how scattered and fragmentary earlier references were Th~s ,  
of course, creates problems for the researcher Despite our efforts no doubt there are omssions, but 
we hope t h ~ s  b~bl~ography will provlde a useful startlng point on which future research can be based 

A Brief Survey of Early Writing on Brick 

As we have already observed, the earliest work on our list was published in 1589. It may seem 
surprising that the first references to brick appear in England over a century after the invention of 
printing, but this is also true of architectural books generally and it is in the context of categories of 
architectural writing that brick will be discussed here. Early books were expensive and their subjects 
were thus aimed at the interests of the patrons who could afford them rather than craftsmen. Until the 
late seventeenth century the English patron seems to have cared little about building construction, 
whilst his interest in architectural theory was met mainly through the import of foreign treatises or 
purchase of translations of them. 

It is also easy to forget from our modem perspective that architecture itself was perceived differently 
in the sixteenth century from today. Architectural books in this period were normally found under 
mathematics at the booksellers or in the library and the subject was thought of as a branch of applied 
geometry. It was common to further divide architecture into two parts: military and civil. Civil 
architecture was, as its name implied, concerned with the production of buildings for civilian life: 
houses, churches, and public buildings, while the term military architectnre covered fortifications, 
barracks, harbours, gun-emplacements, ship yards and the like. The closeness of these disciplines to 
each other and to mathematics was reflected in the fact that Christopher Wren, a renowned 
mathematician, was offered first the Surveyorship of the fortifications in Tangier as a military architect, 
and then the Surveyorship of the King's Works as a civil one. 

In view of this, it might seem surprising that military architecture is so rarely talked about in 
books on the architecture of the period. Military architects are, for instance, largely excluded from 
Calvin's Biographical Dictionary of British Architects9 and books on fortification are omitted from 
Eileen Hamis's British Arclzitect~~ral Books and Writers. This is no doubt partly to do with modem 
definition. Today much of the work that they would have carried out is seen as engineering rather 
than architecture, a distinction that was to emerge only in the eighleenth century. Nevertheless in 
terms of building construction it is clear that there was no difference between them: military barracks 
were built from the same bricks and mortar as the country houses of distinguished courtiers. In 
theory, at least, books on fortification should be just as relevant to the study of the history of building 
construction and the use of brick as those on more conventional civilian buildings. 

Military Architecture 

Disappointingly. despite their own frequent statements that the military architect must be practical, 
books on fortification such as those by Samuel Marolais," Robert Norwood," David Papillon,I2 

Balthazar Gerbier," Andrew Tacquett,I4 John Steed,I5 Jonas Moore,16Ahel Small,L7 Joseph Moxon,I8 
Abel Boyer,19 J T De~aguhers ,~~  and pseudonymous works on the subject like the Enchtrtdton of 
FortIficatzonzl tended to treat fortification entuely as an abstract exercise ~n pattern-m&ng, contalmng 
little or no informaaon on building techniques and matenals Indeed, Paul Ive's The Practzce of 
FortIficatzon[l] only refers to bncks m passing, stahng . 

"The fittest stuffe to make the face of a fort, is bricke, and such other like soft stones, but the 
next to hand and cheapest must always be taken."z2 

Bulldlng matenals were not glven senous consideration in works on fort~fication In English unhl 
Thomas Savery translated Coehoorn's Dutch treatise Nzeuwe Vesttngbouw ~n 1705 [36], but even 
then the recommendat~on of the use of bnck in h s  work was completely concealed by a mstranslahon 
of stones for bncks (the Dutch for a bnck 1s "baksteen" whlch means l~terally a "baked stone"). 

For areal dlscuss~on of the ments of bnck we have to Walt for John Barker's Treasury of Forfficatzon 
[37] of 1707 whch 1s an altogether more prachcal work, fully ~n keeping w~th the splnt of the eighteenth 
century It contains detailed instructions on the methods of building foundat~ons on vanous types of 
ground and a section on chooslng matenals, concludmg that 

'The Best bncks, are made of Wh~te Clay, not too much Burnt, the11 length is eight or nine 
inches, thelr height is two ~nches, and theu breadth four Inches "23 

In general, though, despite Barker, it 1s safe to say that before 1750 most English works on 
fortification could teach you the theory, but would have been of little use In the field That was to 
change, but not in our penod. Before the mddle of the eighteenth century, fortification was st111 a 
subject for the mlitary tactlcian and gentleman scholar who were quite often one and the same. 

Civil Architecture: works for the Patron 

Civ~l Architecture was also a pursuit of gentlemen and by the m~d-1620s. largely thanks to Inigo 
Jones, the man at court was expected to he at least aware of the latest tre-nds m Italian architecture, if 
not willlng to adapt his house accordingly. 

Armed w ~ t h  his copy of Serlio or Palladia, Shute or Vignola he was well placed to understand the 
orders, but the questlon of how to go about actually bullding in accordance w ~ t h  them was more 
complicated. To fulfil this need a new type of literature arose aimed at the archtectural patron It 
assumed that the reader was a gentleman of means and set out to show h~rnhow to choose aplot, plan 
his house and deal with contractors, avolding all the vanous pitfalls along the way 

The fust of these works for the archtectural patron was Henry Wotton's The Elements ofArchrtect~rre 
[2] pubhshed III 1624. The shortcormngs of the genre are ~mmediately apparent Wotton was well 
versed ln Italian archtecture, having been the ambassador to Venice under James I, and h s  mastery of 
the scholarly background to the subject 1s amply demonstrated by h s  frequent quotations from authonhes 
as diverse as Anstotle, Albertr, Bernardmo Baldi, Durer, Phll~bert De L'Orme, Pl~ny, Vrrsan, and Palladia, 
as well as the commentmes on Vitnlvius by Philander (French), Barbaro (ItaliadLatm), and kvius 
(H~gh German) Indeed he was wnting the hook very much as an intellectual exercise in an attempt to 
secure the Provostship of Eton College, an aim in whch he was eventually successful. HIS grasp of 
Engl~sh bullding practice was, however, rather patchy Much of the matenal on bncks is httle more than 
a commentary on Vitnlvms with some bnef asides on the proper forms of arches. 

Wotton's book was extraordm~nly successful, regularly appeanng throughout the seventeenth 
and etghteenth century as part of other works It was not unt11 after the Restoration that another book 
was written from the same point of new, by another author seelung a position. Balthazar Gerbler 
was prompted to wnte his two books on architecture by adesue to secure himseifthe post of Surveyor 
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of the King's Works. As an architect he was more experienced than Wotton. His first work, A Brief 
Disco~irse concerning the three chief principles of Magnificent Building [5] is relatively short and 
contains only a few scattered comments about the choice of bricks, mortar and the design of walls 
and foundations, but this was always seen as an introduction and was followed up a year later by 
Co~lnsel and Advise to all Builders: for the choice of their Surveyours, Clarks of their works, 
Bricklayers, Masons, Carpenters and other Work-men therein concerned [6] (builders here of course 
referred to the patron, not the craftsmen). 

Counsel andAdvise [6] contains a wealth of information on brickwork and brickmaking from the 
patron's point of view, detailing prices, methods of employment and how to select the best materials 
and workmen and avoid being cheated. It also represents the last of this type of work. Henry Aldrich's 
work on architecture published at the beginning of the eighteenth century [39] was also aimed at the 
gentleman, but was much more academic in approach. Its references to brick were again derived 
wholly from Vitruvius and the text was entirely in Latin. Only ten copies seem to have been produced 
and the circulation appears to have been confined to his friends. Gerbier's title reveals the reason for 
the decline in this type of writing. By the 1660s the patron's chief problem was the selection of his 
Surveyor and the existence of such a profession meant that the necessity of being oneself acquainted 
with the practicalities of building was fast disappearing. 

Works on Measuring 

Surveyors, of course, predated the seventeenth century, the measuring of land being an important 
part of the system of freehold. In building work, they could for simplicity be divided into two groups: 
measurers and architects, although no such distinction was drawn in the seventeenth-century and 
individuals frequently carried out both roles. The measurer was employed on contracts to measure the 
amount of work that had been carried out and certify payment very much in the same way a quantity 
surveyor might operate today. Like his modem counterpart, the seventeenth cenhlry measurer required 
considerable mathematical ability (mathematics teachers often found extra employment this way) and 
a whole range of books grew up to help them. These were very popular (the earliest, Thomas Digges's 
A Boke Named Technicon first pnblished in 1556; went to no fewer than thirteen editions in the following 
cenhlry) and there were many of them (Eileen Hanis lists over thirty titles for the period 1556-1750). 

Brickwork was measured in three ways: by the rod, by the foot (scipeflcinl) and by the foot 
(running). The standard rod mentioned in measuring books was 16 112 feet long. For simplicity in 
conversions a square rod was rounded down to 272 sq feet. Measuring by the rod referred to an area 
equal to one square rod of bricks in a wall 1 112 brick-lengths thick. Thicker or thinner walls had to 
be 'reduced' to the equivalent wall 1 112 bricks thick and much of the space on brickwork in measuring 
books was devoted to explaining how to do this by differing methods. Special decorative face-work 
was measured either in square feet ('foot superficial' measure) or in length of the courses ('foot 
rnnning' mneasure). As such work was more expensive, the thickness of wall in which the decorative 
work was set was not considered significant and was typically ignored. 'Solid measure' (the cubic 
volume of brickwork) was not normally used for brickwork except occasionally for chimneys which 
often had a separate section in measuring books devoted to them, but even these were more often 
measured by the rod or foot with an extra charge to account for the increased intricacy of the work. 

It is perhaps telling that the earliest book to contain details of measuring brickwork, Thomas 
Willsford's Architectonice [3], was not published until 1659, a full centuiy after the fust measuring 
books appeared. From 1660 it became increasingly common in such works to snpply instn~ctions for 
reducing brickwork to rods and by the middle of the eighteenth century no book on measuring was 
considered complete without a section devoted to the subject. The first writer to provide tables for the 
purpose was Edward Roman, whose The Gentleman's and B~tilder 's Director [35] was probably written 
in 1705 (all fifteen pages of this short work were devoted to tables). Both Salmon's Builder's G~iide 

[58] of 1736 and hls London and Country Budder 's Vade Mecum [64] of 1741 follow Roman's example 
in supplying tables to ease conversions Tables made the books useful even to a barely hterate readershp 
and theu appearance at thla stage Indicated both the lncreaslngly widespread use of brickwork in the 
penod and the fact that even the humblest craftsmen needed to find a way to estimate theu costs 

Price Books 

While most books on measuring were limited purely to mathematical problems and often started 
with simple textbook descriptions of basic geometry, others in the late seventeenth century like 
Willsford's Architectonice [3] began to include detailed information on prices as well. These works, 
like Wotton's [2] before them, also touched on questions of quality and distinctions between various 
types of brick and their methods of manufacture. Books such as Primatt's City and Country Purchaser 
[7] and Leyboum's Platfom for Purchasers [lo] thus provided more information than just bare costs 
of bricks, talking about rates of pay and how many bricks bricklayers and hrickmakers could use or 
make. Primatt [7] even included advice on making money by renting out land for brickmaking. The 
figures themselves are more open to dispute. Most authors were content to copy earlier books and 
there is little evidence of any of them making great efforts to check the accuracy of their sources. 

Although measuring books could provide the reader with a clear idea of how much it would cost to 
build a house in the seventeenth and eighteenth century, they contained little or no information to explain 
how one might actually perform the various operations involved. One group of men were interested in 
precisely this problem. They were prominent among the founding members of the Royal Society and the 
books that they published which set out to reveal how crafts operated were called 'histories of trades'. 

Scientific Enquiry and the History of Trades 

The full story of the history of trades project in the early Royal Society is complex and too long to 
go into here. A longer summary, if one is required, can be found in James Campbell's unpublished 
PhD thesis, 'Sir Chistopher Wren, The Royal Society, and the Development of Structural Carpentry 
1660-1710'.24 Suffice it to say that the Society was founded to follow the writings of Francis Bacon 
and one of Bacon's ideas was that science could be moved forward by collecting information on all 
the arts and crafts. At the formation of the Royal Society, a committee was duly organised to oversee 
this project and lists were compiled so that volunteers could choose individual trades to study without 
overlap or omission. In the early years the project went well, but gradually interest waned and only a 
few histories of trades were eventually published. 

Sir William Petty, clothier, political economist and professor of anatomy, who had become famous 
for his survey of Ireland and was a founding member of the Society, was a keen supporter of the 
project. An essay on "Stones and~ricks" is listed amongst his papers, but it is missing and it is generally 
presumed that he, never got around to writing it.25 Not so Joseph Moxon, whose industriousness supplied 
the histories of not just one trade but many. Moxon began his career as a weaver, before becoming a 
prominent instrument and globe-maker. He was also a printer and Hydrographer to the King. His 
Mechanick Exercises or Doctrine ofHandy-works [32] which looked specifically at the building trades, 
was the fust book to be published in fascicules (small sections designed to be purchased monthly and 
bound into a book). It was an idea before its time and Moxon's project almost died through lack of sales, 
but luckily he persevered and was rewarded with a Fellowship of the Royal Society. Bricklaying was 
not in Moxon's original book, but was added to the 1700 edition. By this time Moxon himself had died 
and his son James had taken over his printing business. Whether the younger or elder Moxon wrote the 
tract on bricklaying remains u matter for speculation, but it seems likely that Joseph had set down notes 
and done the research, leaving only the compilation to James. The resulting book, which is profusely 
illustrated, is an invaluable historical source. Moxon begins by describing its contents: 
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"Bricklayers-Work is an Art Manual, which joins several bodies together, that they adhere 
like one entire body [. . .] The method that I shall use in Treating of this Art shall be this. 
First, I will shew what Materials they use and their Composition. 
Secondly, I will treat of their Tools, and describe their Names and Uses. 
Thirdly, I will declare their Method of Working, both in Bricks, Tiles , &c." 

While Moxon described bricklaying, it was another FRS who provided the earliest full account of 
brickmaking. John Houghton was an apothecary who dealt in tea, coffee and chocolate. He became a 
Fellow in 1680 and was from the first one of the keenest adherents to the history of trades projects, 
remaining so long after the rest of the Society seemed to have lost interest. His Collection of Letters 
for the Improvement of Trades [21], published in parts between 1681 and 1683, contained a detailed 
description of brickmaking at Ebbisham in Surrey from the experiences of a workman there. It is 
quoted at length in Nathaniel Lloyd's A History of English Brickwork and remains the best description 
of brickmaking in the period. In 1692 Houghton started publishing a weekly newsletter giving stock 
prices, confusingly entitled A Collection for Improvement of Husbandry and Trades [24-291. Each 
issue carried a short article on a different aspect of trade and between November 1693 and January 
1694 these again concentrated on brick, adding some new material and repeating much of the content 
of the previous Letters [21]. 

The problems that Houghton and Moxon must have encountered in canying out their researches 
in getting craftsmen to reveal their secrets are amply illustrated in Issue No. 4, Volume 2 of Houghton's 
Collection of Letters, puhlished on 11 December 1683. This contained a request from Robert Plot for 
information to help in the compilation of his Natural Histories of the various counties, including the 
various crafts practised therein. He stated: 

"Where by the way let ~t be noted, that the Undertaker of t h ~ s  des~gn [Plot], desires not to 
d ~ v e  Into the Mystery of any Trade, hut only to represent Matter of Fact, and so many of the 
Circumstances as may be commun~cated wlthout discovery of the Mystery " 

Unfortunately for us Plot was true to his word and neither of his Natural Histories give away any 
trade secrets, although he does mention typexof clay and bricks in passing in his natural histories of 
Oxfordshire [19] and Staffordshire [22]. His example in topographical approach was closely followed 
by John Morton FRS who published his Natural History of Northainptorrshire [43] in 1712. This too 
provided little on brickmaking, but did contain useful definitions of types of soil and their various 
early eighteenth-century uses including brick earths and pottery clays. 

Eighteenth-century Building Dictionaries 

The encyclopaed~as that started to c~rculate m the eighteenth century were the obv~ous successors 
to the alms of Plot, Moxon, Houghton and theRoyal S~ciety.~'The first was The Unrversal, Hrstorzcal, 
Geographical, Chronological and Classical Di~tionary?~ published in 1703. It was closely followed 
by John Harris's Lexicon Technic~tnz'~ of the same year. They may have both claimed universality but . . 

it was not until Ephraim Chambers' Cyclopaedia [49] of 1728 that a general encyclopaedia appeared 
containing an entry on bricks. This work provided the direct inspiration for Diderot and D' Alembert's - 
French Eizcyclopidie which appeared between 1751 and 1772, but sadly it had very little in common 
with the accomplishment of the latter in terms of either research or illustration. 

The specialist dictionaries of the period are slightly more informative. Anumber were produced at 
this time focusing specifically on building. Neve's Apopiroscopy [33] predated Harris's Lexicon, 
first appearing in 1702, and he followed it up with The City and Country Purchaser and Builder's 
Dictionary [34] a year later. Until the appearance of the anonymously produced The Builders Dictionary 
[55] in 1734, Neve had no serious rivals in the field. 

Apopiroscopy and other building dictionaries like it were arranged like encyclopaedias in alphabetical 
order. For the most part, the compilers of these early dictionaries and encyclopaedias do not seem to 
have researched their subjects in the field and were content instead to use existing written sources, 
rarely adding anything to what had already been published. Unlike other books on building of the 
period, however, they usually listed their sources. Some are quite unusual. In discussing brick, for 
instance, Neve cites Woolridge, a writer on brick who might easily be otherwise overlooked. 

John Worlidge or Woolridge was an agricultural writer who lived in Petersfield, Hampshire. He 
corresponded with John Houghton and wrote a number of best selling works on gardening. His 
Systema Agriculturae; the mystery of husbandry discovered [13] went to no fewer than seven editions 
before 1700. Brickwork is included in his works in instructions for building garden walls. 

Books on Drawing 

The nature of architectural publishing changed during the eighteenth century. Books were becoming 
cheaper and illustrated works increasingly common. Exploiting the new possibilities of the illustration 
which made the explanation of certain technical procedures more accessible, books on drawing 
began to appear aimed at the builder and architectural draughtsman. 

One of the subjects frequently dealt with was the setting out of brick arches. Circular arches 
caused no problem being simply delineated with compasses, the sides of bricks of the arch radiating 
from the centre. Elliptical arches were another matter. The true ellipse with two foci and a continually 
changing curve can be set out with relative ease using a piece of string attached to the two foci (as 
Isaac Gadsdon explained in his book dedicated to the subject [60] in 1739) but this method seems to 
have been unknown to early writers who like Venterus Mandey [20] and Moxon [32] advocated the 
use of circular arcs of different radii. The so-called 'elliptical arch' thus created never looked entirely 
convincing. The problem found a solution in the invention of the nammel, a drawing instrument 
specifically devised to draw ellipses. It appeared with reference to setting out arches in Halfpenny's 
Builder's Pocket Companion [50] in 1728 and in another context in Francis Price's Treatise on 
Carpentry in 1733.30 It was this instrument that became the standard tool for the setting out of elliptical 
brick arches in the eighteenth century. 

Books for the Speculative Builder 

Two other important types of work appeared in the eighteenth century: the building manual and 
the pattern book. The two were closely related and often indistinguishable. The building manual was 
aimed squarely at the craftsman and speculative builder and set out all the various trades in detail, 
together with information on the building regulations. The pattern book too contained house plans 
but consisted almost entirely of plates including a large number of decorative schemes, all designed 
for the purchaser to copy. From the point of view of the history of brickwork, builders' manuals are 
more interesting, although, like the eighteenth-century dictionaries on building, they tend to repeat 
material from earlier works. Works by Langley [5 11, Rowland [53] and Salmon [56] are thus of only 
slight interest. Where they do add something it is in detailed interpretation of the early Georgian 
building regulations, which like their seventeenth-century predecessors contained instructions for 
the thickness of walls in various types of building. Moxon [32] had provided similar interpretations 
of the post-fire regulations of 1670. 

Works by the Craftsman 

So far we have heard l~ttle from br~cklayers themselves It is true that both Venterus Mandey and 
Thomas Hammond were bricklayers (Mandey was apprent~ced to Hammond and clalrned to have 
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written the latter's The Compleat Measurer [12]), but they were exceptions and their works were on 
measuring, not on life as building craftsmen. 

Evidence on literacy among master bricklayers of the period suggests that only about fifty per 
cent of them could write. Although the skills of reading and writing were taught separately in the 
seventeenth century it is unlikely that many more could read. It is thus of no great surprise that we 
have so little written by craftsmen themselves about their situation. With sufficient motivation, however, 
a voice did make itself heard, as when the threat of taxation and the ban on use of spanish (ash added 
to brick-earth in brickmaking) caused a fluny of pamphlets on the pros and cons of the new regulations 
in the early eighteenth century. These tell us nothing about daily life but they do shed some light on 
brickmaking techniques and numbers of bricks made at the time. To find out about working conditions, 
however, we mostly have to look at the books on the various trades produced by non-bricklayers. 

R.Campbel1, for instance, notes in The London Tradesman [67] that the mid-eighteenth century 
bricklayer worked from 6am until 6pm and needed between £100 and f 1,000 to set up as a master- 
b r ick la~er .~~  His book set out to advise parents on prospective careers for their children and he had a 
pretty low opinion of bricklayers: 

"It is no new Thing in London, for those Master-Builders to build themselves out of their 
own houses and fix themselves in Jail with their own materials. A Journeyman Bricklayer 
has commonly Half a Crown a Day and the Foreman of the Work may have Three Shillings 
or perhaps a Guinea a Week: But they are out of Business for five, if not Six Months in the 
Year; and, in and about Loodon, drink more than one Third of the other Six."" 

And an even lower one of brickmakers: 

"The Br~ck-Makers Business is by some not reckoned a very reputable Employment; 
especially to be Journeymen, ~f they can properly be called so."34 

Since Campbell was advising on prospective ways to earn a living, he was undoubtedly justified 
in pointing out that bricklaying was not the easiest way to do so, but it hardly made him a unbiased 
observer. A more balanced source for workingconditions are the poems of Robert Tatershal published 
in two volumes in 1734 and 1735 [57]. Tatershal was a bricklayer and in three of his poems he sets 
out to describe his way of life. The quality of the writing as poetry is not our concern. What matters 
is that he knew first hand about the grim working conditions and daily grind. Sadly there is not room 
to quote him at length here, but it is perhaps fitting as we draw to a close this short description of 
brick in early English publishing, to quote the epitaph he wrote for himself that shows how the craft 
was not without its happier moments: 

"Here l ~ e s  secure, tull six Foot deep 
A jolly Bricklayer, fast asleep, 
D~sturb him not, but let him rest, 
Close w~th  h ~ s  Trowel in his Chest, 
Who so many Winter has gone thro', 
W~th  many a Storm of Wind and Snow 
Eat many a Pound of Cheese and Bread, 
And many a Sprat, both Tall and Head, 
Drank many a Glass of Gln and Beer, 
And yet he could not tarry here, 
For chalk'd so much behlnd the Door, 
The meagle Host would dlaw no more, 
So took h ~ m  hence, to pay the Score " 

Robe~t Tatershal, "Ep~taph", 1734 
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Conclusion 

The publicat~on of Batty Langley's Exactzon [68] marked a turning point As we have seen ~t 
would be Incorrect to say that there was nothlng published on bnckwork before ths  date, but Langley's 
work is the first book of any length to be devoted entrely to the subject 

In Exactzon Langley set out to warn the archtectural patron against the vanous "frauds" and 
"exactions" whlch he saw bncklayers as commonly lnfl~ctlng upon the unsuspectlng public By 
"frauds" he meant the use of poor workmanshp and matenals, whle "exactions" were the tendencies 
of e~ghteenth-century budders and suppliers to overcharge for labour and matenals Langley saw 
"exact~ons" as having ansen from the long cred~t that many cl~ents had habitually asked for This, he 
argued, had led to a general increase In pnces even where cred~t was not belng requested His book 
set out provide readers w~th  the true costs which they should be charged, to which he suggested a 
"far profit" should then be added In the procebs he provided detaled descriptions of types and costs 
of bnckwork, mortar and vanous other aspects of the bncklayers' and brickmakers' crafts 

The century that followed Langley's publicat~on was to see an lncreaslng number of works both 
on bnck in particular and buildlng construction in general The total was increased by the growlng 
Interest In the second half of the century in the possibilit~es of determlnlng structural sizes by 
calculat~on 

T h ~ s  survey demonstrates how the history of the publicahon of informat~on on bnck and bnckwork 
from 1550-1750 parallels the development of the buildlng Industry of the penod The end of the 
sixteenth century was still largely a tlme of craft shlls handed down through apprent~ceshp, of 
gullds and closely guarded trade secrets, of patrons and master craftsmen. It 1s true that none of these 
had completely disappeared by the nud-e~ghteenth century, but ~t is fair to say that the bulldlng trade 
In general was much more commercial and open The nse of the arch~tect meant that technical 
innovahons were belng made faster and that the balance of power in des~gn in building had shfted 
The more humble craftsmen were having trouble keeping up to date wdh the latest fashons, somethng 
that the conservatlve apprenticeship system could not help with As thls study has shown, books and 
pnnted altlcles were as much as agent of these changes as they are a reflection of them It IS thus only 
by understanding these texts that we can begin to comprehend not only how the bnckmahng and 
bncklaylng trades operated In what was undoubtedly one of the most Important periods In the 
development of Engllsh bnckwork, but also how Influentla1 the books of that tune were in changing 
bulldlng prachce. 

Publishing on Brick in England before 1750 

Works listed in Chronological Order 

Unless otherwise noted page numbers refer to the first edition. Titles in Harris's Architectural Books 
are markd with an asterisk. 

Sixteenth century (1501-1600) 

[I] Ive, Paul, The Prnctzce of Fortzjicatzon (London: 1589), treatise on fort~ficat~on. Bncks mentioned 
on p. 21. 

Seventeenth century (1601-1700) 

121 Wotton, Henry, The Elements ofArchztecture (London pnnted by John B111, 1624), treatlse on 
arch~tecture, repnnted as part of other works In 1649 (In Latin) , 1651, 1654, 1671 (abndged), 
1672,1676 (abndged), 1685,1687 (abndged), 1693 (abndged), 1698 (Spanish), 1700 (abndged), 
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1708 (abridged), 1721 (abridged), 1723, 1730, 1731, 1733, 1734 (abridged), 1752 (abridged) 
1809, 1825 (in Latin), 1903, 1968 (facsimile). Bricks are dealt with on pp. 14-5,27-8,43-4 and 
5 1 (facsimile edition). 

[3] Willsford, Thomas, Architectonice (London: printed for Nathaniel Brook, 1659),* book on 
measuring, facsimile by Gregg in 1969. Starts with a discussion of bricks on pp. 1-5. 

[4] Brown, John, The Description and Use of a Joynt Rule, (London: printed by T.J., 1661),* book 
on measuring, second edition under a slightly different title in 1684. Bricks on pp. 106-7. 

[5] Gerbier, Sir Balthazar, A Brief Discourse Concerning the Three Chief Principles of Magnificent 
Building (London : printed by A.M., 1662),* treatise on architecture, reprinted in 1664 and 
1665. Bricks on p. 24, mortar on pp. 19-21 and foundations and vaults pp. 21,28-30 & 36. 

161 Gerbier, Sir Balthazar, Counsel and Advise to all Builders: for the choice of their Surveyours, 
Clarks of their works (London: printed by Thomas Mabb, 1663),* treatise on architecture and 
building. Bricks on pp. 27-8, 50-4 and 57. 

[7] Primatt, Stephen, The City and Country Purchaser (London: printed for S.Speed, 1667),* book 
on measuringlprices, reprinted in 1668. Bricks on page 51-9. 

[8] Leybourn, William, The Line ofProportion (London: printed for J.S., 1667),* book on measuring 
reprinted in 1668,1673,1675,1678,1684,1698, 1702, 1715 and 1726. Bricks on p. 141. 

191 Primatt, Stephen, The City and Country Purchasec..second edition much enlarged by William 
Leybourne (London: printed for John Wright, 1667),:& book on rneasuringlprices, another edition 
1680. Bricks on pp. 35-6,56-9. 

[lo] Leybourn, William, A Platfonn for Purchasers, Guide for Builders, Mate for Measurers (London: 
printed by Thomas Radcliffe and Thomas Daniel, 1668),* price book with second edition in 
1685. Bricks on pp. 128-45. 

[llIHammond, Thomas, The Compleat Measurer (London: printed for Thomas Heath, 1669),* 
book on measuring dedicated to the Master and Wardens of the Bricklayers' Company of London. 
Bricks in introduction, pp. 26-29, 105-7. 

[12] Leybourn, William, & John Wiblin, The Art ofMeasuring.. to which is annexed.. a S~rpplement, 
containing the Description of the Line of Numbers. ..by John Wiblin (London: John Williamson, 
1669),* book on measuring. Bricks dealt with in pp. 161-2 of main text and pp. 28-32 of Wiblin's 
supplement. 

1131 Woolridge (or Worlidge), J., Systema Agric~rlturae; the mystery of h~lsbandry discovered 
(London: 1669). bookon gardening, reprintedin 1675,1681,1687,1689,1697, and 1698. Bricks 
on p. 23 1, mortar pp. 233-4. 

[14]Leybourn, William, The Line of Proportion ... A Second Part (London: printed for George 
Sawbridge, 1677),* book on measuring. Bricks on pp. 37-40. 

1151 Brown, John, A S~ipplement to the line of proportion (London: 1676),* book on measuring with 
bricks on pp. 22-3,61-3. 

[I61 Coggeshall, Henry, 7Ttizber Meas~rre (London: printed for the author, 1677),* bookon measuring 
with further editions in 1682,1690, 1706,1722, 1729,1732, 1745,1767 and 1785. Bricks on p. 
63 of 1682 edn. 

[17]Foster, S. & John Wiblin, The Art of Measuring., to which is added.. A S~~pplement, being the 
Description of the Line of Number ... By John Wiblin (London: printed for John Williamson, 
1677),* second edition of work of same title above [12] with Leybounl's name replaced by 
Foster's. Pages as 1121 above. 

[I81 Woolridge (or Worlidge), J., Systema Hortic~rlt~~rue (London: 1677), book on gardening, new 
editions in 1683, 1688, 1700, 1719, and 1766. Bricks mentioned pp. 19-20 (fourth edn.). 

[19]Plot, Robert, The Natural History of Oxfordshire (Oxford: printed at the theater, 1677), 
topographical work reprinted in 1705. Bricks on p. 251. 

[20] Mandey, Venterus, Mellijicium Mensionis (London, printed for the author, 1682),* book on 

measuring, with further editions in 1685, 1698, 1717, and 1727. Measuring of bricks on pp. 233- 
64. Construction of elliptical arches pp. 26-38. 

[21]Houghton, John, 'The manner of making bricks at Ebbisham in Surry[sic], in a letter to the 
Worshipful Captain James Twiford now Sherif[sic] at Bristol' in A Collection of Letters for the 
Improvement of Husbandry and Trade, Vol. 2 no.2,16 June 1683. 

[22]Plot, Robert, The Natural History of Staffordshire (Oxford: printed at the theater, 1686), 
topographical work. Bricks on pp. 120, 128, 336, & 358. 

[23]Barker, John, The Measurers Guide (London: printed for Thomas Salisbury, 1692),:h book on 
measuring, second enlarged edition printed in 1718. Bricks and tiling are on pp. 104-29. 

1241 Houghton, John, reference to future article on brickwork in A Collection for Improvement of 
Husbandry and Trade, no. 69, vol. 3 , 24 November 1693. Reprinted together with [26-301 in 
1727 and again in 1728 in Husbandry and Trade Improv'd being a Collection ... revised 
corrected.. . by Richard Bradley FRS, with incorrect issue numbers. 

[25] Houghton, John, [Brickmaking: a Description], A Collection for Improvement of Husbandry 
and Trade, no. 70, vol. 3 , 1 December 1693. 

1261 Houghton, John, [Brickmaking: Tools], A Collection for Improvement of Husbandry and Trade, 
no. 71, vol. 4, 8 December 1693. 

[27]Houghton, John, [Brickmaking: including costs involved in firing and transportation], A 
Collection for Improvement of Husbandry and Trade, no. 73, vol. 4.22 December 1693. 

1281 Houghton, John, [Bricklaying] ,A Collection for Improvement of H~rsbandry and Trade, no. 74, 
vo1.4, 29 December 1693. 

[291Houghton, John, [Bricks from Roman times and abroad], A Collection for Improvement of 
Husbandry and Trade, no. 75, vol. 4 , 5  January 169314. 

[301 Wing, Vincent and John, The Art of S~rrveying (London: Abraham & John Churchill, 1699) 
called the second edition, reprinted in 1700. First edition by Vincent Wing only (1664) without 
bricks. Areprint of 1666 was not checked. Measuring of chimneys dealt with on p. 249 and brick 
walls & tiling on p. 255 of the 1699 edition. 

[311 Leybourn, William, Architectonice or  a Compendium of the Art of Building (London: printed 
for Richard Mount, 1700),* book on measuring, formerly part of Leybourn's Platform for 
Purchasers. Further editions in 1708, 1721, 1734 and 1752. Bricks on pp. 63-7. 

Eighteenth century (1701-1750) 

I32lMoxon, Joseph, Mechanick Exercises or  the Doctrine of Handyworks: Bricklaying (London: 
Moxon, 1700),* book on trades, first published between 1677 and 1680 without bricklaying, the 
revised edition including brickwork first appeared in 1700, reprinted in 1701 and 1703. 

L331 Neve, Richard [under the pseudonym T Snow], Apopiroscopy (London: printed for D.Brown, 
1702),* encyclopaediddictionary of building, further editions under title Arts hnprovernent in 
1703, 1715, and 1723. Bricks on pp. 3-4, & 16. Tiles on pp. 11-3. Mortar on pp. 4-17 [all page 
nos. from revised 1723 edn.]. 

[341 Neve, Richard [under the psendonyrn T.N.Philomath], The City and Countrey Purchaser and 
Builder's Dictionary (London, printed for John Nutt, 1703)* encyclopaediddictionary of building 
with further editions in 1703, 1726 and 1736 (much enlarged). Bricks on pp.36-55. See also 
pp. 203-10, 274-6, and 278-84. 

[35lRoman, Edward, The Gentleman's and Builder's Director (London: 1705),* 2nd edn., 1734, 
[there, are no known copies of the first edition but the date of 1705 is based on the date in the 
preface of the second]: a book of tables for measuring brick (15 pages). 
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[36] Coehoorn, Minno Baron of The New Method of Fortifcation ... translated from the original 
Dutch by Thomas Snvery (London: D.Midwater, 1705), book on fortification. 

[37] Barker, John, The Treasury of Fortification (London: printed for A.Basvile and ].Wale, 1707), 
book on fortification -later editions. Bricks on pp. 240 & 246. 

[38]Neve, Richard, Mathematicks made Plain (London, printed by W.Pearson, 1708),* book on 
measuring. Bricks on pp. 118-22. 

[39] Aldrich, Henry, Elementorum Architecturae [Oxford: 1708?]," treatise on architecture, reprinted 
in English in 1789,1818, and 1824. Bricks on p. 3 of 1789 edn. 

[40]Anon, The Case of Brickmakers ... in relation to the Duty intended to be laid on Bricks, 
Tiles, Slate, Lime, and Stone, within the limits of the Bills of Mortality (London: 1712), 
pamphlet. 

[41]Anon, A Just and Exact Account taken out of the books of several brickmakers, lime- 
burners ...[ etc] of the goods made ... in relation to the intended duties on Bricks, Lime, Tiles, 
b c .  (London: 1712), pamphlet. 

1421 Anon, Reasons for supporting the resolves of the Committee of the Honorable House of Commons 
for laying duties upon Bricks, Tyles, Lime &c. Humbly offered.. (London: 1712), pamphlet. 

[43] Morton, John, The Natural History ofNorthamptonshire (London, printed for R.Knaplock, 17 12), 
topographical work. Bricks and clays pp. 61, 67, 68-70,72. 

[44]Hawney, William, The Compleat Measurer (London: printed for D.Browne, 1717),* book on 
measuring with further editions in 1721, 1729, 1729130, 1730, 1740[?], 1743, 1748, 1751, 1755, 
1759, 1763, 1766, 1767 (much enlarged), 1768, 1769, 1775, 1782, 1789, 1797, 1797, & 1798. 
Bricks on pp. 207-19. 

[45] Good, John, Meas~tring made Easy (London: printed for R. & W. Mount and T.Page, 1719),* 
book on measuring, reprinted in 1724, 1726, 1733, 1736, 1744, 1751, and 1786. Bricks on pp. 
68-9. 

[46] Halfpenny, William, The Art of So~tndB~~ilding (London: printed by Sam Aris, 1725),'1: book on 
drawing, second edition in 1725. Includes diagrams for the setting out of niches and arches. 

[47]Langley, Batty, Prc~ctical Geometry (London: printed for W. and J. Innys and others, 1726),* 
book on measuring, reprinted in 1729. Bricks on pp. 81, 118-22. 

[481Anon, The Case of the Brickmakers and Bricklayers within the City of London, (London: . - 

1728), pamphlet. 
[49] Chambers, Ephraim, Cyclopaedia or an U~ziversal Dictionary of Arts and Sciences (2 vols, 

London, 1728), encyclopaedia, reprinted in 1738, 1740, 1741, 1743,1748-49 (in Italian), 1750, 
1751-2, 1778-84, 1778-86, 1779-88, 1780-84, 1780-87, 1781-88, 1782-87, 1783-86, 1784-86, 
1786, 1789, and 1795. Bricks dealt with in volume one under "brick" and "flemish" and in 
v o l ~ ~ m e  two under "wall". 

[SO] Halfpenny, William, Builder's Pocket Conzpanion (London: printed for Worrall, 1728),* book 
on drawing, reprinted in 1731 & 1747. Arches on pp. 11-15, niches pp. 42-4, use of the trammel 
pp. 48-50. 

[5 I] Langley, Batty, A Sure G~iide to Builders (London: W.Mears, 1729),* builder's manual including 
a guide to the building regulations, second issne also in 1729. Statutes relating to bricks on pp. 
161-79. 

[52] Langley, Batty. The Yo~tng B~iiltier's Rudiments (London: printed for John Millan, 1730),* book 
on measuring, reprinted in 1734. Bricks on pp. 63, 69-73. 

[53] Rowland, Thomas, A General Treatise ofArchitectztre (London: printed by Henry Parker, 1732),* 
builder's manual. Bricks in book 111, p.iv. 

[54] Salmon, William, Country Bltiltlrr's Estimator (Colchester: printed for the author, 1733),* book 
on measuring, printed in the same year in London and then reprinted in 1737, 1740, 1746, 1752, 
1755, 1758, 1759, 1770. Bricks on pp. 2, & 39-43. 

[55]Anon, The B~iilder's Dictionary (London: printed for A. Bettesworth and C.Hitch, 1734),* 
dictionary on architecture. for bricks see under "arches", "bricks", "tiling" and "walling". 

[56] Salmon, William, Palladio Londinensis (London: printed for Ward and Wickstead, 1734),* 
builders' manual, reprinted in 1738, 1748, 1752, 1755, 1762, 1767, and 1773. Bricks on 
pp. 50-1. 

[57] Tatershal, Robert, The Bricklayers'Miscellany or Poems on several subjects (London: printed 
for the author, vol 1 in 1734, vol. 2 in 1735). books of poetry, written by a bricklayer. 

[58]Salmon, William, Builder's Guide (London: printed for James Hodges, 1736)," book on 
measuring. Brick on pp. 35-53, & 149. 

[59]Langley, Batty, The Builders Compleat Chest-Book (London: printed by H.Woodfal1, 1738),:" 
builder's manual, reprinted under the title The Builder's Compleat Assistant in c.1738, c.1750, 
c.1758, 1766, & c.1790. Setting out of arches pp. 161-3 and plates. 

[60] Gadsdon, Isaac, Geometrical Rules made Easy (London: printed for John Wilcox, 1739),* 
book on the geometry of arches and vaults. Ellipses dealt with on pp. 10-13. 

[6l]Overley, Isaac, Measuring made Easy (London: printed by T.Read, 1739),* book on 
measuring. Bricks on p. 26 

[62]Rowland, Thomas, Mensuration of Superjicies and Solids (London: printed by A. Parker, 
[1739])," book on measuring. Brick measurement on p. iv. 

[63] Miles, Thomas, The Concise Practical Measurer (London: printed for C.Ward and R.Chandler, 
1740),* book on measuring. Bricks on pp. 1-13,49-50. 

[64]Salmon, William, The London and Country Builder's Vade Mecum (London: 1741),* book on 
measuring, reprinted in 1745, 1748, 1755, 1760, & 1773. Bricks on pp.1-16. 

[65]Langley, Batty, The Measurer's Jewel (London: printed for J.Wilcox, 1742),* book on 
measuring. Bricks on pp. 68, 74-7. Arches on pp.129, -31 & 168-71. 

[66][Riou, Stephen], Elements of Fortfication (London: printed for J.Watts, 1746),* book on 
fortification. On vaults and retaining walls see pp. 151 & 171. 

[671 Campbell, R. , The London Tradesman (London: printed by T.Gardner, 1747), book on trades 
and professions, reprinted in 1757. Bricklayers on pp. 159-60 & 332, brickrnakers on pp. 169 & 
332. 

[68] Langley, Batty, Exaction Detected: 01; The Prices of Bricklayers Mderials and Works (London: 
printed for Archimedes Langley, 1747),* reissued as The London Prices of Bricklayers Materials 
and Works, Both of New Buildings and Repairs, in 1748, reprinted in 1749 and 1750. Bricks 
are dealt with throughout. 
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